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CDG CARE ANNUAL
APPEAL
Open Letter of Appeal to our CDG Community and Supporters.
CDG CARE is a nonprofit organization founded by parents and volunteers who seek to
exchange resources and increase education among a growing group of disorders known
as Congenital Disorders of Glycosylation, or CDG. Our mission is to 1) promote greater
awareness and understanding of CDG, 2) to provide information and support to families
affected by CDG, and 3) to advocate for scientific research to advance the diagnosis
and treatment of CDG.
We are governed by a very passionate and diverse group of volunteer parents,
community members and medical professionals. However, even with all of the time and
commitment that our leaders are able to give to support our mission, we rely on gifts

Read about Zoe Skjellerup's
CDG Journey on page 4.

and donations from you to keep our efforts moving forward!
With your contribution, we can continue to support families, develop programs, promote
education and advocate for research, therapies and treatment for CDG. Your gift makes
a difference to children who are still awaiting a rare disease diagnosis and those
already affected by CDG. With your gift, we are able to actively pursue awareness and
patient support efforts, and advance translational medicine approaches to this disease,
aiding in genetic diagnosis, offering support to medical professionals and families, and
provide travel and medical equipment assistance to individuals affected by CDG.
With your gift, we are able to continue our awareness campaign efforts and extend our
reach by successfully making May 16, 2018 recognized as CDG Awareness Day in all

Natural History Study
Q&A with families who have
participated on page 8.

50 states. It is only through your support and contributions that we are able to advocate
for new treatments and therapies, publish and disseminate our newsletters and
educational materials, and develop videos that promote awareness and educational to
medical professionals and families nationwide.
We ask you to consider making a donation to CDG CARE and greatly appreciate your
support to our cause. Please visit our website by clicking on the following link to view
the ways in which you can make your tax deductible contribution, DONATIONS AND
SUPPORT.
With Kind Regards,
Andrea Berarducci
President, CDG CARE

Global Corner Update
including a re-cap of the 3rd
World Conference on page 6.

AND MORE!
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
We are excited to invite you to the upcoming CDG Scientific & Family Conference,
February 23-25, 2018. This year’s event is organized by CDG CARE in partnership
with NGLY1.org and the Sanford Burnham Prebys (SBP) Medical Discovery
Institute. The Conference will be held at The Dana Hotel on Mission Bay in the
beautiful city of San Diego, California.
The Conference program has been strategically designed to provide creative
education and resources for CDG families by bridging scientific presentations with family-centered sessions. In
addition to scientific sessions involving current models and therapies, an overview of the education behind this
class of disorders will be presented, as well as efforts to make resources readily available for patients and families,
and provide families with cutting edge interventional and therapeutic approaches to maximize the overall quality of
life for their family member diagnosed with CDG. This unique collaborative event will engage the scientific and
medical community with CDG families in a productive forum and make a significant difference to our attendees by
improving the overall awareness, diagnosis and prognosis for families living with CDG.
The conference agenda encompasses 3 days and includes a diverse panel of 32 clinical, investigational,
therapeutic and community experts from across the globe. An interactive poster session will be displayed where
junior investigators and postdocs will present emerging science alongside patient and advocate presenters and
attendees. This conference will also be bringing back and expanding upon the highly anticipated “Doctor-Is-In”
sessions which are available for families to register for to speak to research and medical specialists about
individual CDG questions and issues.
The conference program is designed to offer multiple opportunities for clinical, research and therapeutic rare
disease experts to meet and interact with CDG children and families at breaks and luncheons. Activities will
promote professional and family networking, increase the framework for information sharing and support, and
enable families to develop meaningful and lasting relationships with fellow rare disease families. The on-site
Therapeutic Daycare Program will provide CDG children and their siblings the opportunity to interact with, explore,
learn and play with others who experience the same medical and emotional challenges on a daily basis. Programs
offered through the Daycare will include specialists in the areas of specific need for CDG children, including music
and art therapy, physical interaction and exploration, and a full-day of occupational therapy and fun through the
highly anticipated program “Movement, Muscles and Messes”.
This is an event not to be missed, Registration is open until November 20, 2017, so
REGISTER TODAY!
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INTEGRATING AAC INTO
DAILY ROUTINES
by Autumn Hayes-Diges, MSLP, CCC-SLP, ATP (SpeechLanguage Pathologist, Children’s Hospital Colorado)
As a Speech-Language Pathologist, I encourage families when first starting out
with augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) to use the device and
strategies within daily routines that the family is already doing. The routines that
are established provide the natural support and repetition that is important
to successfully using AAC. I ask families the routines that they are currently
doing and think about ways to use AAC strategies and technology within those routines. The routines that typically
are mentioned are waking up, getting dressed, and going to the park or playing outside. The families that I have
worked with have used AAC devices and strategies that incorporated no, low, and high technology to encourage
communication and participation within daily routines. Here are some ways families have used them in my clinical
practice.successfully using AAC. I ask families the routines that they are currently doing and think about ways to use
AAC strategies and technology within those routines. The routines that typically are mentioned are waking up, getting
dressed, and going to the park or playing outside. The families that I have worked with have used AAC devices and
strategies that incorporated no, low, and high technology to encourage communication and participation within daily
routines. Here are some ways families have used them in my clinical practice.
Families have indicated that waking up routines have provided a natural routine that allows for the incorporation of
AAC. Here are some ideas of how to use AAC strategies and technology during your morning routine. When waking
up your child, provide the opportunity for your child to say “good morning” or “I am happy to see you this morning.”
You can modify the phrases to your specific child and routine. Using either a picture card, communication book, low
technological voice output communication device like Talking Brix or BIGmack, or high technological device, model
for your child the button or picture that indicates “good morning.” Encourage your child to push the button, point to the
picture, or give you the picture support. Prior to helping your child out of bed, encourage your child to ask for help by
selecting a different picture card, communication book icon, low tech device, or button on high tech device that
indicates “will you help me out of bed” or “Can you help me up?”
Families have been successful in incorporating AAC into the getting dressed routine. Families have provided the
opportunity for the child to pick the clothes to wear for the day. When getting dressed, the caregiver has provided a
choice between two shirts and waited for the child to point to the shirt of choice. This activity could be extended to the
child pointing to the picture icon, on a manual communication board or high technological device, to also name the
color of the clothing item. Prior to putting the clothing item on, the caregiver has waited for the child to request for
assistance. The caregiver has modeled the help button or icon and waited for the child to pick the help picture or
push the button that indicates help. Once the child selects the help icon, the caregiver then helps the child put on the
clothing item.
Lastly, families have enjoyed using AAC within activities that are fun and motivating for both the caregiver and the
child. Going outside or to the park is an activity that has been targeted by the families within my clinical practice.
Caregivers have modeled the picture icon of going outside or to the park and waited for the child to then point to the
icon. Once the child points to the icon, the caregiver reinforces the child’s choice and takes the child outside or to the
park. The caregiver and child then engage in an activity at the park that utilizes the communication system. Many
families that I have worked with have enjoyed playing ball at the park or going on the swings. The communication
device can be modeled to have the child direct the caregiver to throw the ball or push the swing. Prior to leaving the
park or going back inside, the caregiver models “stop” using the AAC system and waits for the child to indicate “stop.”
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AAC CONT.

Embedding AAC within established routines that families are doing daily
provides the natural support and repetition that is necessary to
successfully implement an AAC system. In addition, the busy day of
families doesn’t always allow for one more therapeutic activity or home
rehabilitation program and using the natural routine that is already
established allows for caregivers to practice and implement AAC without
having to feel the pressure of adding another activity to an already busy
schedule. If you are interested in additional ideas to support the use of
AAC, the website PrAACtical AAC provides additional information
(http://praacticalaac.org/).

MY IMAGINATIVE PIECE
by Zoe Skjellerup
Invictus is a powerful movie based on equal rights. For my year 12 studies, the class were given the
topic ‘identity’ and we researched about Nelson Mandela. I could see similarity between their struggles
and my own with disability. Both of our stories are passionate of equal rights. Nelson Mandela’s passion
started with the rights for black South Africans while mine started from my personal life experience of having a
disability.
I have a multiple complex disability called CDG syndrome type 1a. It affects individuals differently but for me, CDG
affects my speech, muscles, vision, bones and balance. Although my condition impacts me greatly, it doesn’t define
me and I don’t let it stop me. I am really stubborn and I want to defeat my disability. I don’t want people to limit me by
their general expectations they have about me. My future is my own and I won’t let people take away my vision and
dreams. I absolutely dislike boxes because people like myself, don’t fit in them and I never will. Life is not black or
white and boxes don’t allow for the shades of grey. For example, tick one box only.
Nelson Mandela used Rugby to unite his country and together they won the final match against New Zealand. Nelson
Mandela stated that, “Education is the most powerful weapon with which you can change the world.” (2007). I want to
be educated and achieve the best skills that I can to become the author I desire to be. I love writing because it gives
me freedom. I can get lost in a world of creativity. Here in my writing, I have a voice and a story to share- I am not just
‘the girl with a disability’ who cannot do things – I am more!
Writing enables me to formulate ideas and sentences in my own time. This helps me to communicate more freely as
l have trouble interacting in free flowing conversations with people because of my delay. It used to take me up to 15
seconds to process information and to form a response. People can't wait that long.
It makes them uncomfortable and many assume that I don't understand so then they
would ask me another question on top of the first one. Fortunately when I was
younger, I would occasionally argue and fight with my older brother and there was
less of a delay. My parents knew that this would get better over time. For me writing
assists with talking, language and sentence structure.
I want to help change outcomes for people with disabilities. However, it is extremely
hard to get people behind anything disability-related as it’s not popular. Even though it
has been a struggle for me, I have determination to overcome my challenges and set
dreams for the future. I like proving people wrong when they are prejudiced about me.
Having a disability is like being stuck in a prison every day of your whole life but in a
much different way. I mean trying to do or say something and not being able to
physically succeed. For example, I can’t walk to places independently because of my
physical disability and my vision impairment. I also don’t have the confidence and
ability to keep up with conversations which makes me very frustrated.
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Most people have limited knowledge when they see people with disabilities and then treat them unfairly.
It's highly important to treat others with respect, no matter if they're different in skin colour or have a
disability. Everyone has problems but mine are visible. I am continuously advocating for myself to have
equal rights and to be educated, just like Mandela did in the film, Invictus.
I know a lot about not fitting in, discrimination and ignorance because I am dealing with it daily. I am
strong because I am determined. I am weak because my legs won’t work. I am happy because some
friends find me. I am creative because I have a good imagination. I am funny because I like to make
others laugh. I am excited and proud to be attending this awesome writing class as l am growing in my
craft. I am grateful to receive support and I feel accepted as part of the group. I am kind because I know
what a hard day really is- extremely isolating. I am driven for change but disappointed because it’s a
constant battle and people aren’t listening. I am lonely because I can’t keep up. I am sensitive to other
people’s needs. I am annoyed with my legally blind eyesight. I am invisible but I stand out. I will achieve,
support and inspire others. I am me- Zoe Skjellerup- the girl who falls with style! I was born into this world
for a reason, to confuse others and challenge myself.

IMAGINATIVE CONT.

I was classified as legally blind about in the year 2014, which basically means that I only have 10
degrees of vision while sighted people have 180 degrees. I have no peripheral vision and cannot tell
when others are near me so I need to compensate with my hearing. It's really tiring and not as easy as
yours- my vision is like looking through a toilet roll. If you ever see me behind the wheel of a car, I
suggest you run the other way because I’m coming for you mate! I am Australian but people seem to
think that I have a Russian accent because it’s difficult for them to comprehend when I am speaking. For
example, when I am saying ‘marijuana’, I’m not saying ‘mummy’s banana.'

CDG RESEARCH UPDATE

As families, providers and researchers continue to search for a cure for most of the CDG subtypes, we are often left to
ponder what we can do. Currently there are two complementary CDG research studies underway in the United
States. The following is a brief summary of these two studies. At the moment, there are no official therapeutic drug
trials underway, but these studies can help to set a baseline for future therapy trials.
"Clinical and Basic Investigations Into Known and Suspected Congenital Disorders of Glycosylation"
This is the longstanding study that has been going on for several years now at the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
This study is open to all CDG subtypes and takes place at the NIH Clinical Center in Bethesda, Maryland. Travel for
the patient and one support person is covered from anywhere in the USA, but international patients are welcome to
participate. The purpose of this study is to learn more about CDGs. The contact for this study is Lynne Wolfe at
wolfela@mail.nih.gov.
"Natural History Study Protocol in PMM2-CDG"
This is a new study that is just beginning to get up and running, and will start enrolling patients at some locations as
soon as October 2017. It is anticipated that once each individual institution gains approval from their respective
Institutional Review Board, there will be 13 clinical sites located all over the world. This study is sponsored by
Glycomine for PMM2-CDG (CDG 1a) patients only. The purpose of this study is to collect data to help with future drug
trials, currently looking at Lipo-M1P but this is not yet a clinical therapeutic trial. Additional information regarding this
important Study is contained in the following article. The point of contact for this study is Mary Jo Bagger
mbagger@glycomine.com.
Additional details pertaining to each study may be found by clicking on the following links:
NIH Study:
https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02089789?recrs=ab&cond=glycosylation&rank=2
Glycomine Study:
https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03173300?recrs=ab&cond=glycosylation&rank=6
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PROSPECTIVE MULTICENTER
NATURAL HISTORY STUDY IN
PMM2-CDG by Eva Morava-Kozicz, MD, PhD - Lead Investigator
We are currently recruiting PMM2-CDG patients of all ages for an observational clinical study (GLY-000). This is the
first time PMM2-CDG patients will be studied in a multi-center, multi-national group. To be clear: none of the patients
in this study will receive an investigational drug. This is only an observational study, but the results are very important
because we can begin to understand each patient’s unique disease and its progression. Our study supplements the
more in-depth ongoing work at the NIH on CDG patients. Together our combined results can help define criteria for
potential treatment studies later on. https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03173300?
recrs=ab&cond=glycosylation&rank=6
Understanding the patient population and finding optimal tests and biomarkers are required before we test any
investigational drug. We hope to enroll approximately 48 patients for a minimum of 6 months; they would be first in line
for the later clinical trial with a currently developed potential investigational drug. Some patients may continue in the
observational study for up to 3 years and all patients must return every 6 months for follow-up clinical evaluation. The
GLY-000 observational study is planned for the third quarter of 2017. If you are interested, please contact Mary Jo
Bagger at mbagger@glycomine.com.

As each individual Institutional Review Board gains approval, the Participating
Physicians and Locations will be:

USA

EUROPE

Tulane University – New Orleans (LA)
Eva Morava-Kozicz, MD, PhD
Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh (PA)
Gerard Vockley, MD, PhD
Seattle Children's Hospital (WA)
Christina Lam, MD
Stanford University (CA)
Chung Lee, MD
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (PA)
Can Ficicioglu, MD, PhD
Mayo Clinic of Medicine, Rochester (MN)
Marc Patterson, MD, PhD

University Hospital Leuven (BE)
Eva Morava-Kozicz, MD, PhD
University Hospital Leuven (BE)
Peter Witters MD PhD
Necker Enfants-Malades Hospital (FR)
Pascale de Lonlay, MD
Jacinto Magalhães Medical Genetics Center (PT)
Dulce Quelhas, MD
Mother and Child Institute (PL)
Jolanta Sykut-Cegielska, MD, PhD
General University Hospital in Prague (CZ)
Tomáš Honzik, MD, PhD
Great Ormond Street Hospital (UK)
Stephanie Grunewald, MD

3RD WORLD
CONFERENCE
LEUVEN, BELGIUM
2017 HIGHLIGHTS
By The Portuguese Association for CDG

For the 3rd edition of the World Conference on CDG for
Families & Professionals we decided to go back to where
it all started in the beautiful Belgian town of Leuven. It was
there that in 1980 Prof Jaak Jaeken first diagnosed CDG.
Amazingly and with mastery, Prof Jaeken is still leading us
towards the main goal of the CDG Community: A CURE!
Unfortunately, despite great effort from many families and
professionals A CURE is still to come.
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Just like CDG Families, Professionals are also globally dispersed. This, it is more than a privilege to
gather so many members of the International CDG Community in one place. Even US, Australian and
New Zeland Families & Professionals joined us! New research project, such as the CDG electronic
questionnaire were presented.
So, to discuss many CDG-relevant topics (19 topics were presented and discussed) 52 Families and
78 Professionals (from 22 countries) gathered in a 2 day conference. Well, not just a conference, a
networking platform where both Families & Professionals give unique and equal contribution as the
experts they are. Much more than a room got filled!
Visit HERE to access all the speakers presentations. There were 19 talks and a round table session,
where families and professional sat down together and discussed CDG.
Throughout the conference families and professionals shared not only knowledge, but also
experiences and, well, songs and dancing!
Much needs to be done, but this conference has reminded us how far we have come and how we are
"United Shaping the Future for CDG". The CDG Community is resourceful, committed, focused and
willing to cooperate.
If we remain united, keep pulling together we will do it and sooner rather than later A CURE will arrive
for CDG!
The 4th World Conference in 2019 will be held in Lisbon!

WORLD CONFERENCE RE-CAP
CONT.

However, more and more (exceptional) Professionals have been doing research (basic and clinical in
CDG) and since 1980 much has evolved and improved.
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EVERYTHING YOU
WANTED TO ASK A FAMILY
WHO HAS GONE
THROUGH THE NIH
NATURAL HISTORY STUDY

Click to watch Lynne
Wolfe's presentation at the
2016 Family Conference.

We asked several families who have participated in the study to share their answers
to some of the commonly asked questions that parents have.
What as the most difficult thing about the week?
Many families found the most difficult thing about the week to be the intense
schedule. Lynne Wolfe and her amazing team are able to fit months worth of tests
into just five days. They are miracle workers but it comes at a cost – sometimes
that’s sleeping, sometimes that’s eating but everyone found it well worth it in the
end. Some families found it helpful to bring an extra set of hands, especially when
siblings were tagging along. Typically there is one overnight stay in the hospital for
CDG kids but sometimes a kid may stay over for more than one day. Click the
calendar image for a sample schedule.

Click for sample schedule.

What was the most rewarding thing about the week?
The NIH is a world class research hospital with renowned physicians and experts.
Being in the presence of knowledgeable doctors and specialists in CDG is
extremely rewarding. Parents describe having things explained that had baffled their
home medical teams. Every participant leaves the NIH with a full report of all of their
findings including all images and recommendations for the patient’s primary medical
team. The other huge reward of the experience is of course that the data collected
will provide a well documented natural history of CDG so that later treatments and
potential cures could be truly tested for safety and efficacy for FDA approval.
Click for study details.
Where did you stay?
Almost all participants stay on campus at The Children’s Inn which is equipped to
handle special needs families and comes highly recommended by the families who
stayed there. One family found it most helpful to stay at the DoubleTree in Bethesda
to accommodate a home care nurse. The Children’s Inn provides access to
personal locked refrigerators in addition to large shared kitchen space making meal
time easy. Many nights there are prepared meals that you can partake in that are
put on by local community volunteers. The Children’s Inn also has special activities
and events in the evening or day time which is helpful if you have siblings tagging
along. A special touch provided is a personalized mailbox that is filled each day and
contains small prizes for your child. Click on the logo to view a virtual tour and see
highlights of the Children’s Inn.

Click for virtual tour.
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What advice could you offer families considering going?
Advice from families who have gone is to do it! The NIH doesn’t have unlimited funding and relies on Congress to
include enough funds for their budget. Get plenty of rest before you go and try to rest at night since the days can be
long. Pack snacks and drinks to have with you throughout the day because sometimes it is hard to fit in time for
longer meal breaks. If you plan to leave the campus get an ID badge as the campus is secured. If possible, bring
more than one adult so you can tag team some of the tests and running around that is necessary.
Your participation makes a big difference and more data on CDG is needed for all sub-types. Everyone who
participates contributes greatly and is truly one of the most effective ways for you to advance a future treatment or
cure for CDG. Even if you’ve had many of the tests done before all of the parents found it worthwhile to participate
and have the expert opinions of the NIH.
What would you recommend families bring?
Families recommend bringing all medical equipment and supplies for your child. Physiatry is able to help comment
on any existing equipment such as mobility devices and AFOs. Bring snacks along to keep with you during the day
and something to entertain or distract your child. Good walking shoes are a must because you will do a lot of
walking inside the medical center.
What was your biggest fear going and how did things turn out or how did you get through it?
There seems to be so many unknowns. It’s such a large campus, there are so many tests- some of which require
anesthetic. It can all feel very overwhelming. Luckily the NIH is very much structured to alleviate as many of those
anxieties as possible. The staff at the NIH and the Children’s Inn are always willing to help and get you pointed in
the correct direction. Some parents feared and questioned whether or not participating was the right decision but
once they had the chance to meet with experts and learn more about their child it was well worth it.
Did you learn anything about your child’s condition?
There is a surprising amount of learning regardless of how much you know about CDG. Each patient is different
and learning their specifics can make some of the more daunting decisions like should we get a feeding tube easier to understand and manage. The NIH is able to give you a good baseline in every functional area and equip
you with the knowledge you need to make the best decisions you can for your child. Many patients learned about a
symptom that they were unaware that their child had.
Are food and travel reimbursed?
Yes. You are provided a daily stipend for food and air travel can be arranged for your family. The NIH is happy to
make flight arrangements for extended family, but their travel must be paid for. NIH will also reimburse for mileage
if you are driving to Bethesda. For international patients the NIH can only reimburse travel costs that are incurred
while in the United States.
Is it hard on the child? How long are the days? How exhaustive is the testing?
The testing can certainly be exhausting for the entire family. The days are long, usually running from 8 A.M. to 5 or
6 P.M. The general consensus is that the patients will surprise and tolerate the schedule much better than their
caregivers. The patients are monitored very closely, and if the tests become a little more than the patient is up for
the staff is more than happy to give a well deserved respite.
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Who do you meet with?
You will meet with LOTS of people- doctors and researchers who are among the elite in their respective fields.
Lynne Wolfe is the coordinator of the CDG Protocol and you will likely meet with her on a daily basis. Dr. Carlos
Ferreria, MD and Dr. William Gaul MD are also very involved with the protocol. Beyond that you will meet with
specialists and sub-specialists from Audiology to Sleep Medicine and everything in between.
Why did you decide to participate?
There are two reasons that people participate in this study: To further understand their own child’s CDG and how it
is affecting them and also to be a part of the long-term solution as it relates to the CDG patients of tomorrow.
If you decide that you want to participate just e-mail Lynne Wolfe at wolfela@mail.nih.gov.

5 STEPS TO BECOMING A
By Carrie
PARENT ADVOCATE Ostrea
When your lifestyle becomes overwhelming because you are caring for a medically complex child, the idea of
becoming a rare disease advocate becomes daunting. "How do I add advocating for my child's rare disease
community when I can barely keep my head above water?" is something I hear quite often.
To advocate for your rare disease community does not mean taking on every aspect of change that needs to be
made. Advocating simply means "effort to create change."
Take a second to think about this question: What are the top 3 things you would you like to see to help
increase your child's quality of life? Would it be related to better healthcare information? Better therapeutic
options? More research? Connecting with others who understand what you are going through?
Now that you have your top 3 things, single out your most important one and write it down on a piece of
paper. This will become your goal. Take that piece of paper and tape it to the upper corner your computer
monitor.
Spend 20 minutes expanding your goal, this one topic. Define what actions you would like to see take place.
List 2 or 3 objectives that you feel you feel are do-able. For example, if your goal is healthcare provider
education, then one of your objectives may be to share your rare disease story with more physicians.
Once you have your goal's objectives in place, start to build strategies on how you can accomplish each of
the objectives. Using the example above, contacting specialists or genetic counselors at a local teaching
hospital would be a great strategy.
Create a realistic timeline of what you are able to do and when so you can take action on your strategies.
You do not need to do everything at once - pace yourself in what needs to get done so you don't get burnt
out too quickly.
The most successful advocates are those who find a balance between their family live and responsibilities and their
advocacy work. Every advocacy step you make progress for will not only make long-lasting change for your family
but you are creating hope for others in your rare disease community.
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ADD CDG TEA TO YOUR
HOLIDAY SHOPPING LIST
The holidays are around the corner and that means it’s time for pre-orders of CDG
Tea. What started as a local fundraiser for CDG awareness in Sweden has
transformed into an international product, enjoyed by CDG families across the globe.
CDG Tea was started by Anna Lund, a CDG mom with the ability to create amazing
tea and a passion to spread awareness of these rare disorders. CDG Tea is an herbal
tea made with Chai, Dyeberry, and Gojiberry. A spicy and tasty, loose leaf herbal tea;
delicious if served hot or cold. The tea is $10 per bag plus shipping. To place your preorders of CDG Tea please contact Christa Thoma at Christa.Thoma@gmail.com.
(Shipping to US locations only.)

"LET DANIELLE BE THE GUIDE"
By The List Family
It has been almost 16 years since we received the diagnosis of CDG for Danielle. It
was a diagnosis that took 11 months to receive. Danielle was born on November 17,
2000 weighing in at 4 lbs. 10 oz. and passed all of her APGAR scores. She struggled
a bit with latching on, but she did feed right away, maintained her body temperature,
spent no time in the NICU, and came home two days after delivery.
Unfortunately, Danielle struggled with feeding once we got home. We tried a
combination of nursing and various formulas to try and reduce the vomiting and to help
her gain weight. Danielle had severe hypotonia, was unable to hold up her head,
hated to spend time on her belly, and was not tracking things with her eyes. When
Danielle was 6 months old, she was admitted into the hospital for a week under the
“failure to thrive” diagnosis. At that time, she weighed less than 10 pounds.
Numerous tests were run and we were told that that she had a food allergy and highly elevated liver enzymes. She
was prescribed a special formula called Neocate, which she did seem to tolerate slightly better. We were also
provided with contacts for in-home therapy to help with Danielle’s development. Danielle began to receive physical,
occupational, and developmental therapy in the home three days a week. She also began to receive conductive
education in the home 1 day a week. During this time, she was making slight improvements, but was unable to
feed herself or to sit up by herself. She spent a few hours spread out through each day in a stander to help build
up core strength. She was not a fan of the stander, but it did help to make her stronger.
At that time, we went to see a pediatric ophthalmologist who was concerned about
Danielle’s optic nerve and recommended that we follow up with a neurologist and
geneticist. After a few more appointments, we were directed to Dr. Art Zinn in
Cleveland. We met with him in October 2001 and he informed us that he believed
Danielle had CDG, but he would run a blood test to confirm. A few days later, he called
to confirm the diagnosis. He recommended that Danielle return to the office for a skin
biopsy that would allow for a confirmation of her sub- type, which was later determined
to be 1A.
In that meeting with Dr. Zinn, he informed us that CDG was still relatively new and that
doctors and caregivers were still learning. He warned us against heading straight to the
internet (yes, times have since changed). Instead, he recommended that we work very
closely with our PCP to coordinate Danielle’s care to help give her the best chance in
life.
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As we left Dr. Zinn’s office in November 2001, right before Danielle’s first birthday, he told us that he did not want to
share with us what the prognosis was for other patients that he had treated. Instead, he said, “Let Danielle be the
guide. Do not tell her what she won’t be able to do. Instead, let her show you what she will be able to do.”
Those were the words that we needed to hear at that time and words that we have continued to live by for the last 16
years.
It seemed that we had waited an eternity for a diagnosis, but once we had one, we felt like we were suddenly better
prepared to fight. Rather than focusing too far into the future, we elected to take it one day at a time. We were
diligent with keeping all of Danielle’s specialist appointments and we kept her therapy sessions going at home. It has
definitely been a team effort and we are grateful for the tremendous support system of friends and family that
continue to rally around Danielle and us today.
As many other CDG families experience, we managed the various medical issues as they came up, and continue to
come up. Looking back, the scariest times for us were probably between birth and age 5 or 6. Shortly after the
diagnosis, Danielle had surgery to correct the strabismus and it has remained a success. She continued to struggle
with vomiting, reflux, low weight, and elevated liver enzymes through the age of 5. After age 5, her GI issues
stabilized, she was able to gain weight, and she finally landed on the growth charts for her age group! It wasn’t until
this past month that Danielle was diagnosed with Celiac Disease, but she has adjusted very well to the Gluten Free
diet. She was also monitored by cardiology early on, but has been cleared with no need for follow up visits. She
continues to see neurology every 6 months and is on a daily medication to help with migraines.
In 16 years, she has had 3 stroke-like episodes (1-slurred speech; 1-loss of left arm; 1-loss of vocabulary, but knew
the definition of the word). In all 3 cases, they occurred in conjunction with the migraine and were temporary. This
past January, she had a minor staring spell, but follow-up EEG’s show no indications of seizure like activity. She is
monitored by orthopedics for hip dysplasia, but we have elected against surgery due to the risks (clotting, falling
behind in school, etc.) outweighing the benefits. She does wear AFO’s to help support her ankles during weight
bearing.
Finally, she recently began to see hematology and endocrinology as she is entering her “puberty” years. She has
been confirmed to have low Factor IX and Protein C. She had two incidents of a period back in March and April, but
nothing since then. Her bloodwork and ultrasounds indicate that she is in ovarian failure, so she continues to be
monitored. Due to her clotting factors, she is not a candidate for estrogen hormone therapy.
Danielle began to say a few words shortly after her first birthday. We
worked very closely with the therapists in the home to introduce sign
language, which was a lifesaver for us. It allowed Danielle to
communicate her wants and needs when she couldn’t vocalize it. This
helped to reduce the tantrums and meltdowns. We also had flashcards
and picture books that we would use (now, similar things can be done with
iPads and talk boards). As she began to talk more, we were able to move
away from these other systems, but they were vital in our home during
that 1-3 year old period.
When Danielle entered preschool, we estimate that her vocabulary was
about 150 words – that’s 140 more than the text books said she would
likely say at the time of her diagnosis! Physically, Danielle was able to sit
up on her own just before 2nd birthday. She was potty-trained at age 3,
but did not fully master it (through bedtime) until closer to age 8. Danielle
utilizes a combination of a gait trainer and a wheel chair in school.
Unfortunately, without full support, Danielle does not have the balance
necessary to walk.
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From an educational standpoint, our goal has been to keep Danielle integrated in the mainstream classroom as
much as possible, while being cautious not to overwhelm her. She attended an integrated pre-school at age 3 &
4, where she continued to receive PT, OT, and Speech therapy. Danielle transitioned to Kindergarten at age 5 and
spent two years in that grade level to provide her with a more solid foundation. She has remained in the
mainstream classroom throughout her current sophomore year in high school and does have a full-time aide to
help with transitioning, etc. She continues to receive PT and OT in high school, but no longer qualifies for speech
services.
She currently has a modified morning schedule consisting of basic math (focus on money, time), language arts
(focus on vocabulary, reading, resume writing), choir, and science. In the afternoon, she either works in the
school store (interacting with the students and more emphasis on money) or she gets to go work in the community
through the school program (rotation through the Food Bank, Borough Building, or Office Complex). We are
blessed that our school district offers this post-high school readiness program for students with special needs.
Danielle will also be volunteering in the school’s daycare/preschool program this year. She loves working with
kids and reading to them and has said that she thinks she may like to work in a preschool when she grows up.
From an IEP perspective, we have always been fortunate that our concerns were heard in meetings. We wanted
Danielle’s education to be more “real life self-help” focused rather than doing algebra or reading Shakespeare.
The school has been great about finding adaptive tools to allow Danielle to be more independent and less reliant
upon her aide. Due to her fine motor delays, Danielle’s writing is slower. We have found that she can type faster
than she can write. Therefore, this year, she was granted a Google Chromebook that she can take notes on in
class and the teachers can also load her tests on the Chromebook so that she can answer on the computer
instead of writing. She loves the independence!
Once Danielle’s health really began to stabilize around age 6, we started to get her involved in different activities.
She was an honorary member of Courtney’s brownie troop and we found an adaptive baseball league that
Danielle joined when she was 7. Finally, when Danielle was 8 years old, she got involved with Special Olympics
and that became the confidence boost that she needed. Danielle has gotten involved with bowling, swimming (this
year she swam a 50 yd. freestyle without a swim belt), track and field (she walked her first mile in a Kids Marathon
this year), continues to play adaptive baseball, and is now a cheerleader for her high school.
She loves music and even sang the National Anthem four times at different sporting events, including opening
ceremonies for Special Olympics at PNC Park in Pittsburgh, PA. She was also the Athlete Ambassador for
Special Olympics and has participated in the Polar Plunge (going into the river in December) twice.
Yes, Danielle is very active! From a young age, she wanted to be
just like every other kid and was motivated by her older sister,
Courtney. The relationship between Courtney and Danielle is also
something that we cannot overlook. Throughout the pregnancy
and all of the doctor’s appointments and therapy sessions,
Courtney was right there. We never tried to keep anything hidden
from her. She was an active participant in what sometimes
seemed like “Danielle’s world.” But, in doing so, it made the
situation seem normal and Courtney never treated Danielle any
differently. She became very protective of her sister and wouldn’t
let anyone else treat Danielle any differently either. She knew
when Danielle needed a break and when she needed to be
pushed to work harder.
Even today, there are times that Courtney reminds us as parents
that Danielle can do things on her own and we need to let her be
more independent. Courtney inspires Danielle and Danielle
inspires Courtney. It is a special bond that I know exists between
many of our CDG kids and their siblings. We are truly blessed!
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Danielle is willing to try anything, is always positive, and has that can-do
attitude. She never gives up and inspires us each and every day. Oh, she
also has quite the quick witted, sarcastic sense of humor and can
exchange wise cracks with the best of them. She has an infectious smile
and a heart as big as the moon. When she loves you, she loves you with
all of her heart and she makes you want to be a better person. We are so
proud of her and how hard she works to do even the littlest things that we
sometimes take for granted. The sky is the limit and with Danielle as the
guide, we feel blessed to travel on this journey with her.

D-GALACTOSE TRIAL
By Dr. Eva Morava
D-galactose is a sugar derived from milk and available in powder sugar form. Galactose
powder added to the diet of patients with PGM1-CDG has positive effects and improves
liver function, coagulation and hormone abnormalities in patients. Our theory is that Dgalactose could have beneficiary effects in other CDGs as well. Our trial is designed for
patients under 21 years of age, who show coagulation, hormone or liver function
abnormalities. During the 18-week long trial we gradually increase the galactose dose in
the diet and follow laboratory abnormalities. We get urine and blood samples 4 times
during the trial. Preferentially we want to follow the patients in trial either in New Orleans
or in Leuven. If a colleague biochemical geneticist offers to take over the follow up,
patients could be trialed on galactose in other states as well. Patients in this trial cannot
participate in the natural history study during the time that they take the extra galactose
sugar in their diet. After they finish the galactose trial they can participate in the natural
history study. If interested contact Dr. Eva Morava at emoravakozicz@tulane.edu.

Click here to view
Eva's slides at the
2017 World
Conference.

Visit us on the web at www.cdgcare.com or send an e-mail to info@cdgcare.com.

